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MORE THAN A WATER TREATMENT COMPANY,
AN ESTABLISHED LEADER IN OIL/WATER
SEPARATION

Siemens Water Technologies offers a complete
line of products to remove oily contaminants
from water. Auto-Shell™ filters offer improved
technology in walnut shell filtration. The
patented filter design eliminates the need for flat
media retention screens and uses one media
scrubbing pump for multiple filter cells. This
simplifies the design of the filters, and lowers the
cost of multiple filter systems.

APPLICATIONS

Walnut shell filtration was developed as a more
suitable method of filtering free oil and
suspended solids in applications where sand
filters have traditionally been used. Today, walnut
shell filtration is used to treat oil field produced
water, refinery wastewater, steel mill direct spray
and caster water, ethylene plant quench water,
copper concentrate decant and cooling water.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The Auto-Shell™ filter uses a deep bed of 100
percent black walnut shells, which have
excellent surface characteristics for coalescing 

and filtration, plus superior resilience to attrition.
These filters offer a deep nutshell bed (66 in.) for
superior effluent quality, longer filtration runs,
and greater throughput efficiency.

Auto-Shell™ filters use raw process water for
backwashing, eliminating the need for air scour,
stand-by filters and additional storage tanks. The
filter operates at twice the flux rate of
conventional filters in the same application, and
can remove over three times the amount of solids
before needing to be cleaned.
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AUTO-SHELL™ FILTER OPERATION

During the filtration cycle, dirty process water passes
through the filter from top to bottom. As the water
passes through the walnut shell media, free oil and
suspended solids are removed.

After 24 hours of filtration, the dirty process water is
redirected to the bottom of the vessel to fluidize the
media bed. A short vent step of approximately 30
seconds frees the filter of any accumulated free oil
and gas in the top of the vessel. 

The media scrub pump is then turned on, causing
the walnut shells to exit the vessel and circulate
through the pump and the media scrubbing vessel.
Shearing action of the media passing through the
impeller of the specially designed media scrub pump
positively cleans all of the media during each
backwash cycle.

The media circulates through the media scrub pump
for approximately 12 minutes. A media circuit
clearing step then ensures that all of the black
walnut shells are cleared from the scrub system prior
to force setting of the media bed and the return to 
on-line filtration. 

The media scrubbing vessel can effectively be used
as a common media scrubbing unit for up to eight
filters at one time.
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